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''With today's proposal we are granting citizens and businesses in non-euro area countries the 

same conditions as euro area residents when making cross-border payments in euro'' 

Valdis Dombrovskis 

   

he establishment of the internal market in 

which all EU Member states participate has 

always been considered one of the major 

achievements of the European integration. Another 

important achievement is the adoption of a single 

European currency - the euro, which is, however, a 

legal means of payment in only nineteen out of all 

twenty eight current EU Member states.  

 Paradoxically, it turns out that the second 

achievement can in certain situations harm the first 

one. The use of a single currency can disturb the 

smooth functioning of the Single market, especially 

if the legal framework creates a dividing line for the 

countries outside the Eurozone. 

 This is the impression that we get today 

when we observe the fees on cross-border payments 

in euro and when we compare the fees on these 

payments in the Eurozone and on similar 

transactions outside the Eurozone where it is 

possible to encounter a fee of 24 euros on a payment 

between 10 and 1 000 euros! The country is Bulgaria 

but these payments are quite high in other Member 

states outside the Eurozone as well. 

 In this respect, on 28 March 2018 the 

European Commission made a legislative proposal 

for a modification of the 2009 Regulation on cross-

border payments in the Community. After the 

adoption of this proposal and its implementation, 

the fees on transactions similar to the one described 

in the example above, should decrease considerably - 
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according to the European Commission “to a few 

euro or even cents”. As the EU institution argued 

when making this proposal, its implementation 

would allow cross-border transactions in euro from 

Bulgaria to be feed as internal bank transactions in 

Bulgarian lev. 

 The examples above remind of another 

emblematic amendment in the Single market of the 

European Union, but with an essential distinctive 

feature. A Regulation was recently adopted, 

according to which roaming fees on cross-border 

mobile services were practically removed in the 

entire Single market. This was not an easy 

achievement as there was resistance coming from 

the mobile operators which used to benefit from the 

foregoing higher fees. The distinctive feature is that 

with the 2009 Regulation the fees on cross-border 

payments in euro were significantly decreased but 

mainly in the Eurozone. With the adoption and 

implementation of the new proposal, these 

distinctive characteristic should be removed and all 

fees on payments in euro should be reduced 

considerably in the entire Single market. 

 Back in 2009 there has already been a 

possibility to exercise the Regulation also on 

payments in national currencies which are different 

from the euro. In order to do that, the respective 

country outside the Eurozone had to formally inform 

the European Commission by publishing a notice in 

the Official Journal of the European Union. The only 

country that took advantage of this opportunity so 

far was Sweden, which made the fees on cross-

border payments in Swedish krona equal to the fees 

on internal transactions in national currency. 

 Sweden remains until today the only country 

outside the Eurozone which has taken advantage of 

this opportunity. This shows a serious disturbance in 

the functioning of the Single market, as different 

fees on cross-border transactions are being charged, 

depending on whether they are made within the 

borders of the Eurozone or not. Upon the publication 

of the legislative proposal in the end of March 2018, 

the European Commission shared interesting data on 

the fees on cross-border transaction in euro from 

countries outside the Eurozone to other EU Member 

countries.  

Bank transfers in euro from non-Eurozone 

countries to other EU Member States 

(transfers from  10 euro to  1000 euro) 

Member state Minimum fee Maximum fee 

Bulgaria 15.00 24.03 

Romania 9.86 14.90 

United 

Kingdom 
4.55 11.37 

Hungary 4.62 12.38 

Croatia  4.05 10.80 

Czech 

Republic 
7.48 9.59 

Denmark 2.69 6.72 

Poland 1.19 1.90 

Source: Deloitte study conducted for the European Commission 

on fees publicly announced by the largest 3 to 7 banks in each of 

those Member States 

The data above clearly indicates that the 

highest fees on cross-border transactions in euro are 

from and to Bulgaria which is not logical, provided 

that due to the currency board regime in the last two 

decades, the national currency is fixed to the euro. 

Even though there are other factors influencing the 
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size of the cross-border fees, the high fees on these 

transactions remain ungrounded. 

Although considerably lower than those in 

Bulgaria, the fees on cross-border transaction in euro 

are very high also in Romania, the United Kingdom, 

Hungary, Croatia and the Czech Republic. In 

Denmark, these fees are relatively moderate, and 

only in Poland the fees on cross-border transfers in 

euro are at acceptable levels. 

In the event of adoption of the amendment 

of the Regulation, payments in euro will become 

significantly cheaper for all cross-border transactions 

which involve a Member State outside the Eurozone, 

including: 

● cross-border bank transfers to and 

from countries outside the Eurozone; 

● withdrawal of funds from an ATM 

outside the country; 

● effecting card payments in another 

country (other than the issuing 

country). 

Indeed, fees on cross-border payments in 

euro will be significantly reduced in the EU, as the 

European Commission demonstrates in the two 

figures below, illustrating the current situation and 

the future application of fees on cross-border 

payments in euro. 

The extension of the “no/low fee” field for 

cross-border euro transfers will be significant after 

the adoption and implementation of the proposed 

changes. According to the data provided by the 

European Commission, while 360 million users 

currently benefit from cheap fees, after accepting 

these amendments, 150 million users will be able to 

further benefit from the lower fees. 

 

 

Current situation 

Transfers in 

euro from 

… to … 

Eurozone (plus Sweden) 
Outside the 

Eurozone 

Eurozone 

(plus 

Sweden) 

no/low fee high fee 

Outside the 

Eurozone 

no/low fee 

for the 

sender а 

high fee for 

the receiver 

high fee 

 

 

Future application (after adoption and 

introduction of amendments) 

Transfers in euro 

from … to … 

Eurozone (plus 

Sweden) 

Outside the 

Eurozone 

Eurozone (plus 

Sweden) 
no/low fee no/low fee 

Outside the 

Eurozone 
no/low fee no/low fee 

 

 Currently 16.3 million companies take 

advantage of the lower fees, while in the future 

another 6 million will be able to benefit from 

considerably lower or zero fees on cross-border 

transactions in euro. Last but not least, nowadays 2.8 

billion business transactions аre being conducted 

annually in the EU with no fees or low fees, while 

after the adoption of the amendments another 1.8 

billion will be added to them. The expectations are 

for annual savings at the amount of approximately 1 

billion euros for consumers and companies. But this 
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means also smaller revenue for the banks and the 

other payment institutions.  

 Of course, the figures above may to a certain 

extent be considered exaggerated, because they 

include all payments to and from the United 

Kingdom, today’s second largest economy in the EU. 

Upon its withdrawal from the EU, unless special rules 

on payments and smaller fees are negotiated in the  

withdrawal agreement, the effect of the proposed 

amendments will be considerably smaller for the EU. 

 The benefits for the consumers and the 

business in Bulgaria are, however, obvious. In short: 

it was about time for such a proposal to be made. 

 It is an open secret that the banks in the 

country make their profit to a large extent out of the 

fees they impose and burden the consumers and the 

small businesses with. It is a curious fact that namely 

the Bulgarian Presidency will be opening the 

negotiations on this file in the Council of the EU. 

 The Commission’s proposal aims at one 

more change, other than the fee reduction on cross-

border payments in euro described above. The 

second aim is to assure better transparency on the 

payments made in different currencies. The 

information on the fees will now include data on the 

cost of converting one currency to another. These 

new regulations will apply not only to the euro but to 

all the other currencies of the EU member states. 

The aim is to make sure that consumers receive 

detailed information about the cost of the currency 

exchange before the payment is processed, so that 

they can make an informed decision about the 

transactions they make and choose the most 

profitable options for them. 

 In order to take effect, these important 

changes must first be adopted by the European 

Parliament and the Council of the EU. The proposal is 

very likely a matter of priority to the European 

Parliament, especially in the current pre-election 

year, because with the support for these 

amendments, MEPs will try to show their care for 

their voters. The EU Member States have still not 

expressed their position on the proposal, but it is also 

expected to be positive, so that the EU Council can 

soon come up with a common approach (agreement) 

on it. 

 The most important step has already been 

taken - "the spirit in the bottle is out". The European 

Commission's proposal is on the table and is 

expected to gain great popularity, especially in 

Member States outside the Eurozone. Considering 

the fact that around 60% of the trade of some EU 

Member States outside the Eurozone is with 

countries in this area, the effect of the proposed 

measures may be significant for them. 

 Should Bulgaria give an example to the other 

countries outside the Eurozone by applying the 

regulation not only to the euro but also to cross-

border payments in national currency like Sweden? 

This is a matter of political will, but also of a wider 

debate in society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


